
This ship is safely 
beached on an 
island and cannot 
be attacked.

A four-square 
sea monster; 
moves at least 4 
spaces.

Vampire 
island. You 
must defeat 
both 
vampires to 
relight the 
lighthouse 
and win

The 
lighthouse.

My fleet is 
grouped here, 
threatened by 
several 
monsters. RULES

Set up with the player ships touching the 'start' island, and all the ghost ships and 
sea monsters were off-board ("in their piles") until placed.
Play begins with youngest player and each player takes a turn going clockwise. 
The turn sequence is:
1. Move your ship (or 1 of your ships if you have more than one)
2. Place or move a ghost ship
3. Place or move a sea monster
Placement
Sea monsters and ghost ships may be taken from the 'reserve' pile and placed 
anywhere on the board, but they must be at least 9 squares away from any 
player's ship(s).  If there are none left in the reserve piles, you can only move 
ships or monsters already in play.
Movement
All movement is d6 squares, except that the sea monsters that take up more than 
one square can always move at least their base's length.
Combat 
Combat is just a roll-off of d6's (high roll wins; re-roll ties).  Defeated player ships 
are returned to the start island or to the stock of ghost ships; defeated monsters 
go to the sea monster pile; defeated vampires are just removed from play.

Start Island

Contact
If your ship comes in contact with a 
small island, it can beach there and be 
safe from sea monsters.  If it comes in 
contact with the lighthouse island, you 
have to fight the two vampires in 
succession (one per turn) to win.  If your 
ship contacts a ghost ship, you claim it 
for your fleet.  If a sea monster contacts 
your ship, you have to fight it.  If you 
contact another player's ship, you can 
fight it as well.

A two-square monster; 
moves at least two  
       squares.


